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Market Meter (The U.S. Equity Markets at a Glance)
Short-term
(days-weeks)

Domestic and even international markets have been very strong this year and look to be trying
to finish 2019 out with even more of a bang. The question will be, can we close the year
strong without any hiccups along the way? An area for $SPX that we want to be very attentive
in the short term is the 8 and 21-day EMA’s and how price is reacting to them. At current
juncture we are seeing a very clean breakout and short-term price is respecting that 8-day
EMA very well. As of this writing the 8-day EMA is at 3092, with the 21-day EMA sitting at
3059. Realistically these need to be your awareness level heading into the last few weeks of
November. Beyond those level we want to use 3023 as support in both the short-term and
intermediate-term. At the same tone, do not lose track of the international scene as we
discussed in our last write-up. .

Mid-term
(weeks-months)

On an intermediate-term basis we have breakouts taking shape all over the place it seems.
This isn’t something new however and should be characterized as such. Under the surface,
things look rotational and healthy, but do not be surprised when another correction makes its
way across the domestic index land. $SPX correlation to the $VIX is something we cover
further in detail later in this issue and this will be a big clue as to whether we will see a
corrective phase in December. So, pay attention to this metric! In terms of sectors that offer
great situations right now, technology seems to be leading the charge and breaking out
relatively to consumer staples. This is bullish for the underlying trend. The industrial sector,
which we are long from this summer, is in full breakout mode and the trend looks to be very
strong from a weekly to monthly basis. Healthcare is another area seeing fresh 52-week
highs. Underlying breadth seems strong!

Long-term
(months-years)

In closing, all this bullish talk is more supportive for the long-term basis. Sure, short-term
movement here and there will happen, but these breakouts are taking shape on 1-2 years of
consolidation. Mix in sentiment that’s overall negative, whether it be from political talking
heads or market pundits, we have a recipe for something big here. One of the primary
reasons the confidence is and has been here with ETFguide is that momentum is looking
extremely healthy. With this 2-year consolidation phase in $SPX, you had momentum hit the
reset button and slowly turn bullish. For example, weekly RSI in the $SPX hasn’t even
reached 70+ yet. It currently sits at 67. We will likely become more bullish if we can hit 70+
because we can create a positive range in RSI at that point. Stay tuned!
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

The more things change, the more they stay the same. And for U.S. stocks, it’s been one all-time high after
the next. The only bubbles Wall Street sees anywhere are the bubbles in its champagne glasses. Bottoms up!
Heading into the final month of the year, that’s been the modus operandi of financial markets in 2019.
What’s driving stock prices higher? It’s been a broad based rally that’s included all 11 industry sectors within
the S&P 500. Stocks in the Healthcare (XLV) and Communication Services (XLC) group hit record highs
along with Industrials (XLI) and Technology (XLK) sectors. Both consumer groups – Discretionary stocks
(XLY) and Staples (XLP) have delivered similar year-to-date gains in the vicinity of +23%.
In our trading matrix, there are four categorizations for every ETF trade we do: 1) Income trades, 2) defensive
trades, 3) momentum trades, and 4) contrarian trades. We adopted this approach two years ago and it’s
served us well. Why? Because it’s a multi-dimensional trading approach that allows for differing strategies to
coexist. Remember: No single strategy will be right all the time, which is why we embrace multi-dimensional
tactics.
Think about it this way: A single dimensional approach will deliver single dimensional results. On the other
hand, a multi-dimensional approach yields multi-dimensional results. Categorizing your ETF trades according
to their kind will steer you clear of the rigidity that plagues too many unsuccessful traders.
Last month’s issue featured a contrarian trade in Utilities (UTSL), which we continue to hold. This month’s
trade features an income trade using a new breed of ETFs with targeted dividend distributions.
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Target Dividend Rates
A new generation of ETFs called “targeted distribution funds” have arrived. Sometimes referred to as
“managed payout funds”, targeted distribution funds aim to deliver lifetime income payments via a minimum
distribution amount. Certain funds and ETFs offer a specified monthly payout while others deliver variable
payments based upon the fund’s performance.
Aiming for a 7% Distribution
Launched in January 2018, the Strategy Shares Nasdaq 7HANDL Index ETF (HNDL) bills itself as the first
ETF designed to produce a targeted distribution. According to the firm, HNDL’s goal is an annual 7%
distribution rate. Distributions occur monthly and some of the actual payouts will be a mix of dividends, capital
gains, and a return of investor’s principal.
HNDL’s underlying index is split evenly between a core portfolio and another portfolio called the Dorsey Wright
Explore Portfolio. Both portfolios use ETFs as their main investment vehicles.
The core portfolio has a 70% allocation to U.S. aggregate bond ETFs while 30% is allocated to U.S. large cap
stock ETFs. The Dorsey Wright portfolio is spread across ETFs covering various asset classes but it leans
toward high income generating categories. HNDL juices its distribution by adding leverage in the amount of
23% of the overall portfolio. The fund charges net annual expenses of 0.95%.
We’re now adding the Strategy Shares Nasdaq 7HANDL Index ETF (HNDL) at current prices near $24.11
up to a buy limit of $24.50. We’ve categorized this as an “income trade” and the fund aims for 7% annual
dividend distribution rate. Given the depressed yields in the bond market and elsewhere, HNDL offers a good
income alternative on a relative basis. Below is a comparison of how HNDL matches up against rival dividend
focused ETFs. Although some of HNDL’s rivals have outperformed in 2019 based upon price movement,
income oriented investors should first focus on dividend yield distribution rates versus pure price action. The
latter is a secondary concern whereas the former is the primary.
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Finding Stability
Below is an excerpt of Ron DeLegge’s new book “Habits of the Investing Greats: 26 Proven Tactics for
Achieving the Financial Results You Want.” The eBook is now available @ Amazon.com.

N ever mind that Chris Sacca has a net worth
hovering near $1.2 billion. It wasn’t always that
way.
In the late 1990s, while he was studying to
become a lawyer, he turned a $12 million gain
in the stock market into a negative $4 million
balance after his overleveraged trades went
bust. Instead of letting it destabilize his life and
future plans, Sacca decided to get a fresh start
in Northern California.
Although he was still weighed down by his $4
million debt from stock market losses, Sacca
renegotiated the loan down to $2.1 million and
by 2005 paid off the entire balance.
Rather than letting his past mistakes
permanently disable him, Sacca kept a firm
eye on the road ahead. “I want to be investing
in the future and not the present,” he reminded
himself. And in 2010, he founded Lowercase
Capital, with the purpose of financing the next
generation of great businesses.
Through Lowercase, Sacca became an early
investor in revered companies like Instagram,
Kickstarter, Lookout, Stripe, Twitter, Twilio,
and Uber. His track record of success was so
great, Fortune magazine labeled his firm as
one of the most successful venture capitalist
firms of all-time.
Dwelling on his highly improbable journey to
greatness, Sacca said, “What happens next is
up to you.”
What the Investor Should Do…





Accept that financial progress is rarely a straight line.
Convert obstacles into money making opportunities.
Create financial stability by identifying and fixing problems causing instability.
Understand that setbacks, no matter how devastating they may seem at the time, are temporary and
just part of the process.
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Our December ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current December income trade is executed in November.)
Recap from last month: Our GLD NOV $145 calls expired worthless and we kept our GLD shares. Our SPY
shares got called away at $305 and we realized a short-term gain of $3,140 plus $500 in call option premium.
Not a bad haul for one month’s work! We’re now executing the following income trades below.

For our December 2019 Income Trade
we’re executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $142.80)
Sell GLD DEC 2019 $142 calls near $65 per
contract. (Calls expire on 12/20/19)
SPY (Buy 400 shares @ $311.72)
Sell SPY DEC 2019 $317 calls near $150
per contract. (Calls expire on 12/20/19)

Income Mix Portfolio
($133,060 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

10%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $665 in monthly income from
our November trades.

90% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $55,776 or $612.92
per month over the past 91 months.
*NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our December income trade, subscribers can execute covered
call options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) is stuck in the complacency zone.

We still have open defensive
trades via ticker symbols “GLD” and “SH.” The latter is built to go up when the S&P 500 declines. A
correction, once it happens, should push both VIX and gold higher. The euro remains near one year lows
and looks poised to make a run toward its 2017 bottom. We remain bearish on the euro and we continue to
hold put options on FXE.
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Actionable Year End Themes
“If you want to know everything about the market, go to the beach. Push and pull your hands with the waves.
Some are bigger waves, some are smaller. But if you try to push the wave out when its coming in, it’ll never
happen. The market is always right.” – Ed Seykota

The above quote is a great reminder to us as market participants that we are truly a small piece of the puzzle
when talking about the market. We must not try to outsmart the market, because at the end of the day price is
always right, as Ed describes above. We are better off using the trend as our friend right now and trying to
outguess the next correction or fade is not in our best interest. Does it mean we should become complacent?
Absolutely not! It means we stick to our processes and become aware of our surroundings. In this article we
will take a very broad approach to actionable themes that we could see play out by the year end, and at a very
minimum characteristics/markets we will be watching to close out 2019 and possibly set the tone for 2020.
Sweet Sugar
A market we often do not talk much about is the commodity market and to dive even deeper, a soft like sugar.
Many times, commodities will get a bad rap for trading environments that do not trend and tend to be choppier
in nature. Although this is sometimes the case, we believe the sugar market is displaying something very
special right now. We will start by dissecting the chart below.

The characteristics of the chart become simple, sugar needs to firmly clear 13 cents in our eyes to make a run
at building out of this base. The situation looks ripe for an advancement as it relatively trades sideways with the
$CRB index. During 2019 sugar has continued to find balance above the double bottom from 2018. This bodes
well for the underlying trend being higher.
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The above chart is and could be the next big catalyst for this market going forward. This is a chart from
Hightower showing the managed money futures and options total position. They are near and just off being
record short. This doesn’t sound like a bullish theme at all on the surface, but what happens when these funds
start lifting their shorts? It inherently makes them buyers in the sugar market, thus creating a squeeze type of
situation and likely bringing sugar into a nice uptrend. For example, see 2015-2016 and compare both charts.
If Given Only One Ratio…
This ratio shown below may be the most important ratio for the market heading into December.

We have stressed this ratio in weekly updates and want to make it crystal clear for our readers. The XLK:XLP
ratio may become the most bullish characteristic for this market beside price and trend itself. As you can see
by the chart on the previous page, this breakout of a tight consolidation over parts of 2018 and 2019 is fresh
and just getting started on its next leg. This is huge for the technology sector and the risk on narrative overall!
Notice the advance from 2016, then consolidation and now the breakout. The red horizontal lines shown
represent long-term levels of interest that this ratio has found inflections points at. Also notice the PPO curling
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up above the zero line. You have price and momentum on your side for the technology sector to outperform
the consumer staples sector for the foreseeable future. Will there be periods of back and forth rotation?
Absolutely, but the general narrative here should be XLK in the driver seat over XLP.
Correlation to $VIX
The final theme we will discuss closing out 2019 is the $VIX index. We have a couple major points we want to
get across to our readers and the first includes the correlation component. The $VIX is a volatility measure that
tracks extreme fear in the market and extreme complacency in the market.

At current value, the $VIX is very low. However, this reason in and of itself does not mean it needs to rise, thus
creating more volatility and fear in the market. Can it? Absolutely, however, this is not the way we would like to
analyze this situation. We would rather measure the correlation of the $VIX to the $SPX over a 20-day average
as shown on the chart above. All things being equal, in ‘normal’ market conditions, we should see this
relationship negatively correlated. When we start to see this correlation creep up toward zero and even go
positive, we know something must give, and in times past it has usually been the market (S&P 500).
Heading into the December timeframe we see a few things take shape from a seasonal perspective that
creates a sense of awareness for the volatility index. First off, the S&P 500 over the past 5 years has seen a
seasonal shift lower starting on December 1st, but we do tend to uptrend (much like current day) until then.
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To no real surprise, we see the $VIX index head lower to end the month of November but finds a decent low
just before November goes off the board. Although we still want to monitor price action, this can give us
context for future moves in the month of December. Maybe volatility will start to trickle back into the market in
the next few weeks, the 5-year seasonal pattern sure gives good probability for this to happen.

This ultimately gives us a different perspective for the short-term (December) should we start to see the stars
align. The stars aligning would mean the 20-day correlation of the $VIX to the $SPX would need to steadily rise
toward zero, then we believe these inflection point dates would come in handy for a tactical portfolio
adjustment. Until then, the trend is your friend and do not argue with price! 
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Watch ETFguide @ YouTube and our Latest Coverage:
•

Is Your Retirement Cushion Big Enough?

•

This is How $5,000 became $22 Million

•

Make Money When the Stock Market Falls

•

One Commodity Not Acting Like the Rest

•

Does Higher Risk Lead to Higher Returns?

https://www.youtube.com/etfguide
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(Podcast) ETF Strategies for Defensive Investing
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge examines overly bullish
stock market sentiment and how to play defense with ETFs. Many
savvy investors from Ray Dalio to Warren Buffett are increasing their
safety net. What about you?
The ETFs discussed in this episode include ticker symbols FAS,
TECL, NUGT, SPXL, USCI, XLU, UTSL, NEED, and WANT.
Finally, Ron provides the latest year-to-date ETF performance
numbers within major industry sectors and global markets.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed almost 2,000 subscribers and over 330,000
views. Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Your ETF Tools
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:






Active ETF Guide tracks actively managed funds
ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

1 

Leveraged Stock ETFs are HOT! After near parabolic performance, most 2x
and 3x daily bull leveraged stock ETFs have added even more gains. Areas
with the best short-term momentum are technology (TECL), healthcare
(CURE), and real estate (DRN).

UTSL

2 

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates is
propping up prices for Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged ETFs
like TMF. One risk to the rally is if China decides to start selling its $1.2 trillion in
Treasuries. It doesn’t seem like a high probability event but it would certainly be
a high impact event.
Gold rally is on. Central bankers with loose monetary policies coupled with
falling stocks has kept precious metals prices firm. Can they go higher? We
absolutely think they can and we like the charts. We’re still long GLD and RING.

TMF

Volatility falls. Stock market volatility briefly spiked from July to early
September but has sunk like the Titanic. The CBOE S&P 500 VIX index
remains in the complacency zone. For VIX bulls there’s upside, but patience is
warranted. VIXY is our top contrarian trade.
Small caps still lagging: The underperformance for small caps vs. larger
stocks continues. Per our technical forecast, we own IJR, which is labeled as a
contrarian trade.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies. We’re monitoring all of these tickers.

VIXY

3 
4 

5 

GLD, RING

IJR

GBTC, BOTZ,
HACK, SKYY,
ROBO, ROBT,
SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
Three months ago, India (INDY) was the only global stock market in negative territory. Now, there’s not a
major single country ETF posting a negative year-to-date return. Global stocks have shrugged off worries
about decelerating global economic growth along with the trade war slugfest between China and the U.S.
In developed markets, Canada (EWC and the U.S. (VTI), are equity performance leaders, with each country
posting strong gains. Given that overall commodities prices are falling and Canada is a large commodities
exporter, its strong stock market is major disconnect. The same holds true for other big commodities exporters
like Russia (RSX) which is another top performer.
Globally speaking, the upward momentum in stocks has been holding. Questions about the health of the stock
market’s strong performance and whether it matches up with the global economic backdrop still need to be
worked out.
Looking ahead, we do not expect any real progress between China and the U.S. on the trade front. With Trump
impeachment hearings now underway, China will play wait and see versus striking a deal with a president that
risks being removed from office, no matter how small the probability. 
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